Fourteen minutes later, he followed up by tweeting a 2015 photo of him greeting Syrian refugees at Toronto's Pearson International Airport, where he welcomed the newly arrived refugees by saying, "You're safe at home now" (qtd. in Hadfield 27). After Trudeau's tweet, the hashtag #WelcomeToCanada began trending, with proud Canadians, myself included, and hopeful internationals taking to their social media accounts to share the words of the Liberal leader who had just brilliantly performed the welcoming Canadian host-and, in doing so, bolstered Canadian national identity. Trudeau's messaging was popular and also problematic. As CBC commentator Graeme Gordon noted, "[t] he two tweets garnered over a million likes and half-a-million retweets, creating millions of misleading impressions about Canada as a sanctuary for all the world's displaced" and dangerously prompting many into uprooting their lives.
Justin Trudeau
2 What these communications failed to address is Canada's unofficial policy of accepting only tolerable difference as well as a national protectionism that insists on assimilation or social exclusion of Canadian newcomers. These structures of power, rooted in colonialism, shape Canadian identity, problematically favouring nationalistic unity over diversityan identity which can only be challenged through an examination of what being Canadian really means.
Canada as Host: #RefugeesWelcome
Let us first dissect the representation of Canadian identity, related to migration, through the performance of nation-specifically, let us attempt to examine nation though the narratives of our government's own telling. Theatre scholar Nadine Holdsworth writes that "the way a nation sees itself and projects itself to others is tied up in the narratives a nation tells itself about itself " (1). Canadian national narratives rely on the historical patterns of immigration: specifically, the immigration of settlers building communities based on cultural similarity/homogeny spread out over large swaths of land. Since these communities were sparse and spread out, they became a refuge-a welcome space-for immigrants of similar backgrounds seeking a new home. Subsequently, these communities acquired a reputation for "tolerance, honesty and reliability" (Hadfield 33 ) where those seeking shelter could "maintain their cultural heritage" (Grant 48 the country acted as a beacon of hope for escaped and freed slaves (Canadian Council for Refugees). The narrative of the migration of persons of colour coming north via the Underground Railroad is maintained in a prominent position within the Canadian cultural imagination narrative through significant placement in national educational curricula-appearing in the Ontario social studies cur riculum in grade 6 (Ontario Curriculum) and in other provincial curricula from grades 5-8. This is a strategic placement as "the ways in which individual members of a nation identify with their na tional citizens relies on their engaging with national culture from an early age" (Holdsworth 18 ). This educational strategy therefore fosters the specific belief that, in Canada, this culture includes an expectation to host-to be a welcome space for immigrants. However, conveniently left out of the official cultural instruc tion is the abysmal treatment of refugees from the time of Confed eration to the 1970s, a period which saw the repeated refusal of the Canadian government and voting population to accept refugees, based primarily on a logic of white (settler) possession and protec tionism. The examples are many. One such measure was order-in council PC 1324m, which was passed by the government under the leadership of Prime Minister Sir Wilfrid Laurier on 12 August 1911 and was intended to "ban Black persons from entering Can ada for a period of one year" under the argument that "'the Negro race . . . is deemed unsuitable to the climate and requirements of Canada'" (Yarhi) . Then, in 1914, the Komagata Maru, and its 376 passengers of Indian origin, were "forcibly escorted out to sea by [a] Canadian naval frigate" (Kaur 152) in an incident that has become known as "one of the most stunning cases of racial discrimination in Canadian history" (151). In 1923, the government approved an other order-in-council, this time excluding immigrants "of any Asi atic race," as a means to deter Armenian refugees seeking protection from Turkish persecution from entering Canada-an order which deliberately ignored the genocide of nearly 1.5 million Armenian people.
3 During the twelve-year Nazi rule in Germany, Canada ac cepted "fewer than 5,000 Jewish refugees, one of the worst records of any democracy. In 1945, asked how many Jews Canada would admit post-conflict, a Canadian official answered, 'None is too many'" (Canadian Council for Refugees). The years between 1946 and 1962 brought some slight policy changes toward increased openness, which saw the acceptance of nearly a quarter million refugees, but "selection criteria were guided by considerations of economic self-interest, racial prejudice and political bias. Accord ing to John Holmes, an External Affairs officer, Canada selected refugees 'like good beef cattle'" (Canadian Council for Refugees). Under the leadership of Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau, Canada finally signed the Convention Relating to the Status of Refugeesnearly twenty years after its inauguration (Canadian Council for Refugees). The narrative of Canadians as gracious 'hosts' came into force in the 1970s, when Pierre Trudeau's Liberal government coined the concept and instituted an official policy of 'multicul turalism' as a response to increasing dissatisfaction and political mobilization by Canadian minority communities (Wayland 46) . Contested from the outset, and partially forced, "this progressive stance helped define Canada as a nation that is accepting of im migrants and, not surprisingly, helped win the hearts of many new Canadians" (Canadim) , prompting the telling of national 'stories' about ourselves and to ourselves.
In 1991, the CRB Foundation introduced the Heritage Min utes, a series of 60-second short films based on important events in Canadian history. The criteria for the films were to "reflect and celebrate Canadian social and cultural values: tolerance, fairness, courage, tenacity, resourcefulness, inventiveness" (Historica Can ada). One of the first three episodes depicted a family of escaped slaves stowed safely in a church after following the Underground Railroad. A subsequent episode features kind-hearted Quebecois adopting Irish orphans while allowing the children to keep their Irish names and cultural heritage-aligning with Canada's multi cultural ideals. Another tackles immigration failures through the efforts of Pauline Vanier, who, along with her husband, Gover nor General Georges Vanier, fought for the acceptance of refugees during World War II. In the film, a family in France applies for entry into Canada while Pauline is seen comforting a woman and her two children, reassuring them that she is doing "everything in my [her] power" (Heritage Minutes: Pauline Vanier) to help them. Five years pass and finally, due to the tireless work of Pauline, the son, Mr. Kramer (who has a decidedly Jewish name), is presented with a visa for himself and his sister, the mother having been lost to the war and ineffective refugee policies (Heritage Minutes: Pauline Vanier). In depicting these narratives, the Heritage Minutes mirror national expectations, thereby solidifying the image of the com passionate Canadian committed to immigration and inclusion. As theatre historian Kiki Gounaridou points out, "[w]hen a nation seeks to be reconnected with a sense of national identity, its cultur al celebrations often express nostalgia for a past that define a cul tural high point in its history" (1). In the 1990s-a decade which saw wars in Bosnia, Rwanda, and Central America-Canadians were asked to empathize with the plight of refugees, reminding us that many of our own ancestors trod a similar path. However, as Holdsworth writes, "[t] he danger with cultural projects that claim to retrieve a lost national cultural consciousness is that they rely on essentialist and exclusionary notions of identity, as if countries remain hermetically sealed from outside influences in a mythical continuation of cultural, linguistic and national purity" (32). In many early Heritage Minutes, a white, fearless, hard-working, and compassionate Canadian, like Pauline Vanier, takes focus, re inforcing the power dynamics the nation was founded upon. We are informed that Canada was built on the backs of hard-working Europeans, in peace with our Indigenous allies, and that compas sion shown during times of crisis makes us unique. The Minutes act as an erasure of the centuries of colonial violence, instead favour ing the depiction of a Canada built on 'mutual respect' between its settler and Indigenous peoples. Despite Trudeau's assertion that "Canadians look back on these transgressions [of colonization] with regret and shame-as we should" (Trudeau, "Diversity"), these narratives of colonial erasure are rarely articulated in main stream representations of Canadian heritage.
While this article attempts to chart the creation of a national identity based on official governmental narratives of migration, we must consider that it can never be absolute as identity is "dialogic, ongoing and contingent" (Gounaridou 168) . Canadians have changed continuously over our 150-year history and will continue to do so as events, truths, and fears affect the ways in which we see the world. The events of 9/11 saw a major shift in the way in which Canada viewed immigrants, and the nearly ten years of Prime Minister Stephen Harper's Conservative rule (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) (2015) altered the image of Canada as compassionate toward newcom ers to being more skeptical. As Harper's government conducted a widely publicized campaign focused "on ridding the country of bogus refugees" (Lawlor and Tolley 980), negative representations of refugees in the media spiked. Harper's protectionist stance on immigration largely focused on the economic benefits of migra tion for society. During this period, refugees were largely covered negatively by the Canadian media, while immigrants who fit with in the Conservative government's narrative for economic growth (such as rich investors and temporary foreign workers) garnered more positive portrayals, suggesting that "the media were re inforcing a hierarchy of preferences for particular types of migrants" (Lawlor and Tolley 985) . Regarding refugees, the media focused on specific episodes. These events, like the arrival of Tamil refugees aboard a ship off the British Columbia coast in August 2010, were framed with inhospitable suspicion and dominated by questions about potential threats to national security and the "abuse of social programs" by the new arrivals (Lawlor and Tolley 967) .
Although Canadian policy remained accepting of refugees, preference was given to those who could assimilate more seamless ly into the (Eurocentric) Canadian social fabric. In 2011, internal conflict erupted in Syria, evolving into what is now known as the Syrian Civil War. By March 2013, the total number of registered Syrian refugees had climbed to over a million. Yet, between 2012 and December 2014, Canada had admitted just over 1,000 Syr ian refugees with preference for Christian minorities (The Can adian Press). Then, in 2015, the picture of a child, 3-year-old Alan Kurdi, washed ashore on a Turkish beach, reached the inter national media, and "[t]he Harper government had to combat accusations that the family of the drowned toddler, Alan Kurdi . . . had originally been denied entry into Canada" (Hadfield 26). The Canadian public, having their compassionate identity global ly thrown into question, began to question the 'hard-hearted' na ture of the Conservative government's immigration policy (26). Interest in a post-Harper Conservative national identity occupied the Canadian consciousness, and voter turnout rose sharply in the 2015 federal election (Elections Canada). Trudeau tapped into this new domestic attitude, pushing an inclusive migration policy and an "ethos of a Liberal Canadian identity" (Hadfield 26 ). On 19 October 2015, the Liberal Party of Canada won a majority government; Trudeau became a new, more welcoming face for Canada.
Canada's stance on refugees altered dramatically after the Trudeau election and his subsequent photo opportunity at Pear son airport. Spectacles of hospitality were seen nationwide. "Wel come receptions hosted by each of the provincial premiers echoed at airports up and down the country" (Hadfield 27 ). The govern ment's vow to take in 25,000 Syrian refugees was not only met but exceeded, and Canada, once again, made international headlines as an immigration policy leader. Countless communities privately sponsored refugee families, while news outlets published inspira tional stories of refugees: "Children Experience the Joy of Sled ding"; "Syrian Refugees in Calgary Help Fort McMurray Evacu ees"; "Teenager Scores Game-Winning Goal in First Game"; "Gay Syrian Refugee Marches in Pride with Trudeau" (Mahboob) . Here the media reproduced the idea of a perfect, grateful refugee blend ing seamlessly into Canadian society by adopting Canadian values and identity. This representation is problematic. If Canada claims to be a multicultural country, one that integrates newcomers into "society without forcing them to shed their own unique identity and culture" (Hadfield 32) , then why do we insist on celebrating those who assimilate? Those who mould easily to a stereotype of the thankful, dependent seeker of refuge? The white, settler, dominant culture maintains control over newcomers by pushing this image, ultimately safeguarding privileges entrenched in generations of ra cialized class structure. #RefugeesWelcome, a popular Twitter tag, should read #SomeRefugeesWelcome to more accurately represent Canada's less-than-enthusiastic reception of those who do not fit this prescribed template, including the thousands crossing the bor der on foot to perform the phrase "I claim asylum."
In many early Heritage Minutes, a white, fearless, hard-working, and compassionate Canadian, like Pauline Vanier, takes focus, reinforcing the power dynamics the nation was founded upon.
Performing Asylum: #refugees When Trudeau tweeted "#WelcomeToCanada," he spawned an influx of asylum claimants, multiplying the number of official and unofficial border crossings by those fearing persecution from US policy. What he failed to mention was that Canadian immigra tion laws had not changed since the previous Conservative gov ernment, creating a misleading image of unconditional sanctuary, while also contributing to a growing wave of right-wing populist skepticism and refugee-panic nationwide. In her book Refugees, Theatre and Crisis: Performing Global Identities, Alison Jeffers attests that "[a]sylum seekers are increasingly assumed to be 'act ing the part' of a persecuted refugee" (18). She notes, however, that for most claimants, this will not be a successful performance because "asylum-seekers are assumed to be lying until they can prove otherwise" (18). Canadian policy thus demands that asylum doi:10.3138/ctr.177.003 ctr 177 winter 2019 #WelcomeToCanada: Performing Asylum, Defending Nation | FEATURES seekers become trustworthy through performance, from the time of the asylum claim, throughout the decision process, and even during settlement. Conventional refugees are required to perform their asylum claim to a border official. Here claimants are first expected to "produce particular phrases such as 'I seek asylum' or 'I am a refugee'" (Wake 333). If said official approves/believes their utterance, the claimant is permitted entry and has fifteen days to prepare all paperwork required for the Immigration and Refugee Board (IRB), which, if the claimant can support their claim and identity with documentation, then grants a hearing where the claimant will be asked to testify as to why they should be permitted asylum. There they undergo an interview process where they must provide compelling testimony proving fear of persecution and an inability to attain protection within their country of origin (United Nations), all the while being expected "to perform 'credibility,' which is to say to speak well, narrate rationally, and modulate their affective responses" (Wake 328) . If the asylum seeker can repeatedly perform, with conviction, their claim, they may be permitted refuge. Officials are looking for individuals who stray from their original narrative, or who are too well rehearsed, or too emotional, prompting suspicion of insincerity. A claimant is then either granted asylum status, denied status, or forwarded to either the National Courts or the Refugee Appeals Board who are, again, expecting claimants to perform their 'credibility. ' Those asylum seekers crossing the American-Canadian border on foot are not, by law, granted hearings with the IRB, but are instead forwarded directly to the National Court, where they may appeal for refugee status on compassionate grounds. There they must also prove that their case should not be governed by the "Safe Third Country Agreement." 4 Trudeau's tweet failed to address the realities of the situation-although the acceptance rates overall in 2017 sat at around 60 per cent, only about 50 per cent of those crossing by land had their cases recognized, while a mere 10 per cent of Haitian claims were accepted (Levitz) , highlighting, once again, a hierarchy of preference.
For those who are fortunate enough-or unfortunate enough-to be classified as refugees by the Canadian state, a different performance begins: the performance of 'Canadian.' In February 2017, The McGill Institute for the Study of Canada conducted a "Survey of Canadian Attitudes" regarding immigration to Canada that found that 58 per cent of respondents "take a relatively negative view of the current state of integration by migrants" (Donnelly 15) . The findings suggest that Canadians are not opposed to immigration per se but feel strongly that "people who come to Canada should change their behaviour to be more like Canadians" (16). Accordingly, refugees are expected to gain acceptance in Canada by blending into white (European) Canadian culture. Similar to the ways in which Peggy Phelan sees performance as a singular event that "plunges into visibilityin a maniacally charged present-and disappears into memory into the realm of invisibility" (133), refugees become Canadian through disappearance. That is, they can only become Canadian through behavioural adaptation, so that they no longer perform a refugee Other. They do this through 'social performance,' what Caroline Wake calls "the ordinary, day-to-day interactions of individuals as we move through social life" (335). Canadians ensure their refugee Others undertake these social performances through performative actions of control including, but not limited to, the 'racist gaze,' an act of surveillance that permits cultural difference to a degree, but that seeks out and focuses on visuals-markers of cultural difference-that deviate from Canada's white, Eurocentric national identity, marking the wearer of said markers as Other and thus less Canadian (Haque) . The racist gaze therefore polices and erases cultural difference: From the gaze's perspective, a full Islamic beard, the hijab, or an African kitenge are all markers of cultural difference and signs of being less Canadian (Haque) . Eventually, with enough pressure, enough gazes, newcomers to Canada will slowly deflect the gaze by emulating anticipated (and thus acceptable) behaviour.
Conclusion: #solidarity
This analysis paints Canada in a negative light. The utilization of migration narratives by governmental bodies acts to deliberately shape the Canadian national identity both internally and internationally. The portrayal of Canada, and Canadians, as accepting and hospitable prompts many into uprooting their lives, yet the reality of the situation challenges the officially sponsored image. A history of immigration has brought with it a fierce protectionism and a fear of those who do not conform to Canadian values-the fear itself acting in contradiction. However, although we have not always performed as welcoming hosts, we are among the world leaders for trying. Canada resettled 46,700 refugees in 2016, "marking a record for Canada since 1978, when the Immigration Act came into effect" (Puzic) . Without the Canadian public voting for and demanding a reformed refugee stance in 2015, this would never have been possible. And although as a nation we are still horribly guilty of condoning white privilege and colonial power Just over a month later, he tweeted a photo of himself, in conver sation with Prime Minister Hasina of Bangladesh, "touching on Canada's commitment to help ease the humanitarian crisis affecting Rohingya refugees" (@JustinTrudeau, "Important discussions"). Trudeau's gestures of hospitality are not empty. In a time of growing reactionary movements that disdain immigration, Can ada's formal apology to those refugees refused entry in 1939 as well as the government's willingness to deal with the Rohingya refugee crisis also comes with an offer of repair. Through these tweets, Trudeau directly confronts those populist movements. By revisiting a time when Canada was morally wrong in its histor ical treatment of asylum seekers, Trudeau impels us to live up to our national identity now, problematic as it can be, as hosts. All the same, when Trudeau tweeted #WelcomeToCanada, he con tributed to a performed identity that is not entirely factual. What Trudeau should have tweeted is #SomeWelcomeToCanada.
Notes

